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Abstract
A survey was made of electron beam and laser techniques as applicable to
.spacecraft electronic joining, A brief description is presented, of conventional and
advanced joining techniques rewiring contact between the parts to be joined
and the joining equipment, for comparison to focused energy devices which do
not require contact. Advantages and disadvantages of the laser and electron-beam
devices are discussed, as is device operation,
Results of evaluation tests as well as typical applications for both laser and
electron beam welders are presented. Certain data and applications were not
available clue to their proprietary nature. The information was obtained through
literature reviews and discussions with manufacturers and users of these devices.
New developments and required improvements are also bricAy discussed,
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Application of Electron and Laser Beams to
Spacecraft Electronic Joining
I. Background
Much effort has been expended in recent year . toward
developanent of joining techniques for spacecraft elec-
tronic hardware, A great portion of this joining develop-
ment has resaaltcd in new packaging design concepts and
the continued reduction in sire of electronic circuitry.
Numerous joining techniques are available to the elec-
tronics industry. The more conventional techniques in-
clude soldering, resistance welding (cross-wire and
parallel gap) and thermocompression bonding. Other,
more advanced, techniques include electron, beam weld-
ing, laser welding and ultrasonic bonding. A character-
istic common to the conventional techniques, as well as to
ultrasonic bonding, is that contact is required between
joining equipment and the components to be joined. It is
recognized that soldering can be accomplished by dipping
processes; however, for joining discrete components, con-
tact is usually necessary, The opposite is true of laser and
electron beam welding. IIere, contact is not necessary to
achieve a joint. Because of this basic difference, it was
decided to survey the characteristics of the non-contact
joining processes to determine their applicability toward
use in future spacecraft electronics.
A. Basic Joining Process Criteria
F our basic: characteristics must be exhibited by a micro-
electronics joining process to afford use: (x) prod ucibi lity,
(2) inspectability, (3) repairability, and (4) reliability;
they are defined, Ref, 1, as follows.
(1) Prod ucibility; Joints must be made rapidly and eco-
nomically with optimum uniform material combi-
nations and configurations. Duman variables should
be eliminated wherever possible.
(2) Inspectability; The process must provide joints that
are inspectable by visual means or by a reliable
process-monitoring system.
(3) Repairability; Any assembly whose value is greater
than the established maximum tbrow-away value
must be easily repairable without the use of unusutt
equipment or procedures. Also, damage to mate-
rials or components must be avoided.
(4) Reliability. An established minimum failure rate
must be met.
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111 addition to till' above, Consideration nitlst Also be
given to current-carrying c;il avity, voltage thrill, contact
resistillive, conlivetion noise lvvel, size, tliL'1'mal Sensitivity
of joined mvillbel's, Illechallical strength troll Inci lllurgival
integrity. Ref, 1.
B. Joining Processes Requiring Contact
Prior to c'ovc'ring tilt' laser and elvetrolI4wanl welding
processes ill detail, a !short 411ni1nt11'y of tht' contact joilling
processes is required for comparison.
1.Soldering, The definition of soldering i.s given as a
group of joining; processes where c'oales vnee is produced
by heating; to it suitably temperature below 800 h, and
by using a non-ferrous filler inetal leaving a Inviting point
below that of the' base metals, Ref, 2.
With the developIllent of illore complex elec'trollic ils-
seniblies, soldering has undergone extensive development,
not only with regard to processhig and control, but with
regard to automation. The soldering; process call he di°
vided into foul' basic.' techniques: (1) hand-bit, (2) dip,
(3) flow, and ( ) resistance. In all vases a filler inaterial,
iistiall :,` lead-tilt solder, is used to produce the metal-
hirgical Connection betweeie circuitry and components,
Ref. 1,
Soldering requires contact between the parts to be
joined anti the soldering iron tip. For it high-reliability
assembly, solder joints must be evaluated with regard to
the environments in which they must operate. This may
include humidity, temperature, vibration, etc, Normally,
the strength of solder joints is usually low, since they
depend primarily oil the filler metal to obtain their
strength. In addition, the introduction of the filler metal
has all effect on joint .resistance because the current then
has an extra mvdiunl through which it must travel, Solder
joints may also be considered visually inspectable to some
degree; however, for reliability, sectiuning of preproduc-
tion joints is required to establish exactly the nature of
the substirface of the solder joint. This usually requires
fairly extensive effort early in the program. Needless to
say, cleaIlliness is of utmost importance to provide for
the wetting of the inating surfaces required for a proper
solder joint, Subsequent to soldering, cleaning is required
to rid theca assemblies of excess solder and any flux residue.
Thus, an additional processing stop is Necessary to inlple-
inent this joining technique,
2. Resistance tvelding. Resistance welds are usually
produced by discharging a stored capacitor batik through
2
the 111ttterittls to be joined, Ref. 1. There are two basically
different types of resistance welding tt diniques: the Grit,
Bross-wire, till` ,second, parallel -gap welding, Ili the eross-
lvire tec'hnicitte. pinver-type electrodes are used. Tits , two
leads to be jollied are gripped beti'4 well the electrodes and
tilt' ctirrvnt N passed through. Ill the parallel-gap Well.
niciliv. current is applied through the leads ill serit's with
it split eleetrodv. `tall(- resistance welding process requires
that it weld sellecluiv be developed to produce adequate
Welds for production. Th.v energy and till' clectrode force
are varied in tilt' development of tim weld schedule, and
extensive te;0ting is done to determine the optineum c'om.
bination of energy and force to be used during; the pro-
duetion c'yc'le. Since resistance welding is dependent on
the resistivity, the heat capacity, tilt' thermal conductivity,
and the inelting point of the materials involved, it sepaa
rate weld schedule netist be produced for (',tell c'olllbilla-
tion of ina vdal, lead size and lead gcometr\ ,
Due to the variation in weld schedule bet yveen the
different leads used, the human factor call be Very im-
portant in perforiuing resistance welding, As it result,
semi-automatic .veld parameter selection has been devel-
oped to allow operator selection of the desired selledllle
by merely pusbing color-coded switches, lief. 1. Due to
the nature of the resistance welding process and its de-
pendence oil the above listed properties, different types
of welds are formed, 'These include fusion welds where
a nugget is definitely obtained between the faying stir-
faces, and the forge weld where solid-.state diffusion takes
place between the faying surfaces, Therefore, inspection
by visual ineans is not totally adequate in this welding
process. Certainly, such things as set-down and expulsion
call be determined; li-wever, the extent and nature of the
weld zone cannot be determined unless metallurgical sec:-
tioning is used, This welding process, being very suscepti-
ble to inany variables, is usually subject to interim checks
on the established weld schedule* for a given process.
Compared to the solder process, resistance welding dot's
eliminate the third inedium, the filler metal, Ref. 3. In most
cases it provides for better joint strength, is not as sus-
ceptible to vibration, Fellows for higher operating tem-
peratures, minimizes possible damage to heat sensitive
components during assembly, and is more reliable, Ref. 3.
3. Thernioconlpression bonding. In thermocompression
bonding, the materials to be joined are brought into inti-
mate contact by a sbaped bonding tool at a temperature
below that e equired for interface melting. Usually at least
one of the materials is ductile, and joining is accomplished
by diffusion between the two members being joined.
Ductility is required in one of the members to eliminate
JPL TECHWICAL MEMORANDUM 33-396
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spring bads, wj*,: ,-ll could degrade it joint when the bond.
ing tool N removed, fief. 1.
Certain c'onsideratfoils Ill ►1st be taken Into account
w1wil ther ►lloc'onlpressloll bonding is used, one' of them
being the fact that soft, kluetile materials are required,
Schedules are alsoals  reel ►sired to establish Bonding force,
time, and temperature. The radius of the Bonding tool is
importmit to prevent stress risers, and as in the case of
solderhig and resistance we 1ding, c^lesmiffiess is the , utulost
importance, fief, 1.
Two basic thermoco ►npression bonding processes are
available, namely, wedge bonding and na ll head. bolld-
ing. They merely differ ill the technique in which the
bond is formed and configuration of the pond region,
however, the bonding nivelianisin is the sane for both,
Ref, 1..
4. Ultrasonic; bowling, The three procedures for join-
ing inic'roelectronicComponents discussed above are the
conventionally Used techniques, whereas ultrasonic bond-
ing is it more recent development. Ultrasonic bonding is
accomplished by a tool which provides force ands ultra-
sonic energy to the members being joined. This combi-
nation welds by plastically deforming the faying surface
in such a manner that oxide films or minute foreign par-
tieles are dispersed, and the in gulag surfaces made to
conform to each other, ultimately producing a metal-
lurgical bond, Ref, 1. Formally considered a cold-joining
process, substantial temperature rise is accomplished at
the bones surface. It has been noted that these tempera-
tures, although very localized, sometimes reach 30 to 50%
of the melting point of the materials being joined, Ref. 1.
Some distinct advantages are available through use of
ultrasonic bonding, These include low joining tempera-
ture and the capabilities of obtaining sound welds in dis-
sini lar metals. In addition, no electrical discharge is
required, and there is thus no accidental, damage to elec-
tronic parts. Tine wires can be joined to thin foils or
thick sectfe°,,^w, Also, hermetic scam welds can be pro-
duced, Ref. 1. Limitations include the fact that one of
the members must have a certain degree of ductility,
There also appears to be an tipper limit to the thickness
of materials which can be bonded and butt-welding tech-
niques have not been developed satisfi,ctorily, Ref, 1.
II. Focused Energy Joining Device Operation
It should be noted than all of the previously discussed
techniques require contact between one of the tools used
for the joining, process and the li:embers being jexined,
This is the distinct difference betweon the above tech.
niques and the fea41 ►sed energy techniques used in elee.
Iron Imam and laser Nvelding, discussed in tiko following,
A. Losers
In 1958. Schawlow and Townes first proposed a laser;
however. not instil 1960 was such a device first operated
alt the Hughes Aircraft Company Research Laboratory.
Sinev that time, tills u ►lique device has undergone con-
tinual rapid development and leas found numerous appll-
cations in the sclentilic community. Various types of lasers
are available, although their basic ►nodes of operat.on
are spike.
The word laser is an acronym for light amplification. by
stimulated emisslon of radlation. To sunlmarire the oper-
ation of it laser, it must be pointed out that c^lectromag-
netic radiation [wavelengths between 300 and 0.01 µill
(inicron)j can interact with matter in three ways: absorp-
tion, spontaneous emission, and sti pulated cinission,
Ref. 4. By absorption of energy from an outside source,
atoms which have been at equilibrium (occupying the
lowest energy level) can be excited to a Higher unstablo
level, Refs. 5 and G. At this point, decay to a metastable
state takes place after about 0.05 µs, Ref, Q. After an addi-
tional 1 ills, spontaneous emission occurs, the atoill re-
turning to the equilibrium state, Ref, G. It is during
spontaneous emission that 4iioreseence occurs, Ref, 5,
This emission is generally isotropic in nature, energy
being given of in all directions, Ref. 4. To aehieve stimu-
latcd emission, energy is imparted to the exc ited atoins
at which time they return to the equilibrium state, giving
off energy to augment the impinging energy, The energy
emitted is In the same direction, the same phase, and has
they same wavelength as the inducing energy, and thus
amplifies it. This resultant amplification is the laser phc-
nonlenon, Ref. 5. It can be seen that the process of stimu-
latc°d emission is the inverse of the process of absorption,
Ref, 4. Thus, a laser requires a material in which more
atoins can be excited to a higher energy level than in a
lower energy state; i.e,, a population inversion, Refs. 4
and G.
To develop the laser phenomenon, various types of
materials can be used. This has resulted in the develop-
ment of numerous laser systems encompassing solids,
liquids and gases. One material which has been utilized
a great deal is the pink ruby (Al,,O, doped with CrO,).
To illustrate the phenomenon, consider a ruby laser, A
ruby ,rod, leaving optically hat and parallel ends, is the
active material. To its ends are applied mirrored surfaces,
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o. PUMPING OF ACTIVE ATOMS FROM GROUND STATE (DARK) TO
EXCITED STATE (LIGHT)
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• •/0 0	 f21
u,
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b, SPONTANEOUS EMISSION (FLUORESCENCE), POINTS (1) AND (2)
INDICATE STIMULATED EMISSION RESULTING IN AMPLIFICA-
TION, NOTE ,. PHOTONS DIRECTED IMPROPERLY PASS OUT
OF THE RESONANT CAVITY
v0
o,  • • 0^ • 0 0 • 0 • O 0 0 • 0
 0 0 O • • I-•-_a.
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c. REFLECTION OF PHOTONS BACK INTO THE ACTIVE MEDIUM
AND STIMULATED EMISSION AT POINTS (3), (a), AND (0)
d. WAVE FRONT REFLECTED AGAIN, STIMULATING EMISSION
AT POINTS (6) AND (7) AND FINALLY ESCAPING THROUGH
PARTIALLY SILVERED END OF RESONATOR
Fig. 1. Feedback amplification principle as
applied to the laser (from Ref, 5)
one being a totally reflective surface, while the other is
partially reflective. In the ruby laser, the energy is sup-
plied (or pumped) by a flash-lamp (usually xenon) which
gains its energy from the discharge of a capacitor bank.
The operation, shown in Fig, 1, proceeds is follows:
The flash lamp raises the energy level of the active
atoms (Or +4+) from the ground state, They, in turn, spon-
taneously return to the ground state, emitting energy
awhile doing so, The spontaneous emission is randomly
oriented, thus some energy merely passes out of the ruby
rod (Fig, .la), However, those having an orientation the
same as the induced energy result in amplification of
energy (Fig. lb), This amplified energy is reflected back
and forth between the two mirrors resulting in continued
amplification (frig, lc) until saturation is achieved
(Fig, 1d) at which time most of the energy is emitted
through uie partial mirror on the ruby rod, Ref. 5, This
4
greatly amplified wave of light is a highly collimated
and monochromatic heanl which can be focused by sim-
ple optics, A simple laser schematic diagram is shown.
in Fig, 2,
Fig, 2, Schematic diagram of laser welder
(from Ref, 7)
Lasers call be divided into four classes: optically-
pumped solid state lasers, gas lasers, injection or semi-
conductor lasers, and liquid lasers, Ref, 8. The present
state of development of lasers shows that only the
optically-pumped solid state device has the necessary
characteristies and development to make it suitable for
welding applications,
In addition to the pink ruby laser described above, a
second solid state laser is the neodymium-eloped glass
laser, This device consists of an optical glass rod to which
has been added the rare-c;arth element neodymiurn in
amounts of about 476, Ref, 4. This device emits a laser
beam of 1,06-µm wavelength, Ref. 4, Monochromaticity,,
small beam divergence, and the ability to be operated
continuously are the chief attributes of the gas laser,
Ref, 8, In general, this laser is such that its power output
is too low to make it suitable for welding applications;
however, work is progressing in this area, Laser oscilla-
tion can result by mixing carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and
helium gases under special conditions, The oscillations
result in a 10,6-µm wavelength, as achieved by simply
running a current through the d ischarge, Ref. 8. This is
basically the carbon dioxide laser. Most of its work has
been limited to cutting and slitting, while very little weld-
ing den,- ;lopment has been clone. A second gas laser is
the helium-neon gas laser. It operates in very much the
same manner as the carbon dioxide laser, however, con-
tinuous oscillations can be obtained at any one of various
wavelengths, Ref, 4. The most useful ones are 0,63 and
1,15 µm, Of the remaining two types of lasers, the injec-
tion laser is a very efficient device that can be continu-
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ously operated. Its power output is much too low for
welding applications, In addition, a relatively high beam
divergence is a characteristic of this type of laser. Liquid
lasers have a like characteristic, that of beans divergence,
Also, they have not been developed sufficiently for use
in welding, Ref, 8. The specific lasers discussed above
under the different classes of lasers, are the more con,
mon types. Table I presents the spectrum of laser systems
and shows not only the type of laser, but the triode of
operation that can be expected, the wavelength achieved,
Table 1. Spectrum of laser systems (from Ref. 9)
Mode of operation Primary output
Type of active mod(um p	 pulsedCW	 continuous
wavelength
A ' ` Angstroms Typical or potential applications Other considerations
wave pin	 microns
Solid state crystal ( From several 6943A Variety of uses which require high Ruby	 is	 structurally	 quite	 rugged	 and
Ruby P/s to 1/min) (Red) laser output energies	 [1	 to	 100 J chemically	 stable.	 Available	 output
(joules) typically], including: Weld- power	 from	 pulsed	 solid	 state
	
lasers
YAG P I CW (for very 1,06 µm Ing,	 drilling	 of	 metals	 and	 other ranges up to many gigowatts
(Yttrium aluminum short durations— (Infrared) materials	 (see	 text),	 medica l	re-
garnet doped with few seconds) search, ranging, space communica-
noodymium) tions, a nd	 Ionospher ic studies
Calcium tungstate, 1,06 µm CW operation of this group offers This group of crystals may be somewhat
calcium fluoride, P -(- CW 2.04 µm potential as general research tool fragile and sensitive	 to	 many environ•
and others 2,59 Itm and ments (water soluble)
others
Glass
Various glasses P 1.06 µm Used wher- the very highest ener- The family of glass laser materials are
(borate, silicate, gies are required, inciudingi Metal- not single crystals and consequently al-
soda-lime-silicate) working,	 weapons	 research,	 and low for the fabrication of laser rods of
doped primw(ly medical research several feet	 in	 length	 by	 inches	 In	 di-
with neodymium ameter
Gas
Helium and neon Usually CW (can 6328A Metrology,	 optical	 research	 and Gas lasers can furnish very stable, con-
(alone and in various be pulsed) 1,15 /tm demonstration,	 microscopy,	 space tinuous, visible, or infrared energy which
co m binations) 3,39 µm communications, photography has high spatial and temporal coherence
Argon
Numerous other gases Usually CW (can Several	 lines in Medical research, micrometalwork- Higher	 average	 powers	 are	 available
be pulsed) the blue-green ing from the argon system (1-10 W)
region (some In
infrared)
Semiconductor
(injection) P (up to 1 kHz) Numerous Space communications and naviga- 	 Complete	 unit (diode + power supply)
Galliom arsenide
-l- CW infrared Lion, metrology	 can	 be	 housed	 in a	 small,	 lightweight(most common) package—requires	 only	 low	 voltages
Others and	 currents—several 	 watts	 of	 output
power
	
are	 available	 promising	 poten-
tial as a microwelder and in other uses
requiring higher powers—most designs
require liquid nitrogen cooling of diode
Other types
Some operating sys- P + CW — May serve purposes similar to gas
tems are available or injection systems
using plastics (che-
lates) or liqu ds as
active media. Re-
search in these and
other media is
being carried on
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PARALLEL-WIRE JOINT
I. LIGHT BEAM IMPINGES
UPON THE AREA TO BE
WELDED
Table 2. Operating characteristics of the three common lasers (from Ref. 10)
Seniority and
Performance
reliabiltry in a Usefulness for
Usefulness for
transparEnt Cost per zap Maximum AmbientLaser type experience prod„ctlon metallic materials including economic control
environment welding welding depreciation weld size required
Pulsed ruby A A A F 2-5¢ 1 mm' No
Pulsed neodymium glass B C B D 2-54 1 mm  No
Continuous CO2 C D D A Not 25 mm u Yes
established
Comparison of features of loser systems
	
Ai best
Fs worst
plus typical applications and other considerations. Table 2
presents data on three common lasers; namely, the pulsed
ruby, the pulsed neodymium glass, and the continuous
CO2 laser, This table basically compares the features of
each of these systems with respect to their applicability
in welding, their costs, etc., Ref, 10.
The laser has been the subject of theoretical considera-
tions and test programs with regard to its applicability
to welding. Adams and Fairbanks, Ref. 11, approach the
capability of laser beam fusion welding from a theoretical
standpoint. They followed this up with metallographic
observations concluding that materials with high thermal
diffusivity, such as copper, silver, and gold, are ideally
suited to laser welding. In addition, they stated the future
of laser welding generally appears bright, Many other
investigators have continued efforts to evaluate the capa,,
bility of the laser as a welding tool, Refs. 5, 7, 12, and 13.
These investigations included not only metallurgical ex-
amination but strength determinations, and in those areas
where the joining for electronics was a consideration,
joint resistance was also determined, Some of these data
are discussed in Section IV of this report.
Since the reflectance of the material being welded is
such a prime consideration in laser welding, it has been
found that the lap or parallel-wire joint is the most opti-
mum type of joint for laser welding. Figure 3 compares
the advantages of a parallel-wire joint, as opposed to the
cross-wire joint, This depicts an important consideration
when using a light beam, such as available from a laser
source, Care must be exercised in utilizing a laser for
welding, since there is a limit to the power intensity that
can be tolerated in welding, Ref, 14. If this intensity is
too high, boiling occurs on the surface and vaporized
metal is emitted resulting in laser drilling. By controlling
the intensity supplied to the metal surface, welding oc-
curs. For most common metals this is around 10' to
10 1 W/em', Ref, 14. It should be noted that the Laser,
on impinging the metal surface, creates a molten, area,
6
and its depth of penetration is gained by the thermal
properties of the materials being welded, Ref. S. Thus
the laser, in its present state of development, is limited
to the thicknesses which it can weld, These thicknesses,
however, are such that application to microelectronic cir-
cuitry can be achieved with presently available cquip-
ment. The intensity of the beam at the surface of the
metal must be sufficient to raise a temperature trip to
the fusion point, but below the vaporization point, Also,
the energy must be supplied in a short enough length
of time to permit localized heating, but also long enough
to permit penetration of the molten zone by thermal con-
duction, Ref. 8. This requires control of the total energy,
the rata of energy delivery (the pulse shape and pulse
duration) and the power density at the surface (the spot
diameter), Ref. 8.
CROSS - WIRE JOINT	 2, EFFICIENCY IS HIGH
I LIGHT BEAM IMPINGES UPON THE UPPER	 BECAUSE MULTIPLE
SURFACE AND HEAT MUST PENETRATE
	
REFLECTIONS TRAP
COMPLETELY THROUGH THE UPPER WIRE MOST OF THE
TO EFFECT A JOINT 	 INCIDENT LIGHT
2, EFFICIENCY IS LOW BECAUSE A MAJOR 3.7ARGET AREA FOR
PORTION OF THE INCIDENT LIGHT IS	 BEAM IMPINGEMENT IS
REFLECTED AWAY
	 TWICE THAT OF
CROSS-WIRE JOINT
Fig. 3. Advantages of the parallel-wire joint over
the cross-wire joint when welded with a
laser beam (from Ref. 3)
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B. Electron Beams
The electron beam, although applied to welding more
recently, has been recognized as a source of beat for years,
Ill early years, this heating effect was regarded as a
nuisance, especially by those involved with electronic
tubes, cathode-ray tubes, and 1-ray equipment. Some
instances, such as in X-ra y equipment, require Nvater cool-
ing to alleviate this 111INN anted effect, As early as 1907,
Pirani designed a furnace and acquired a patent to nlelt
tantalum and other refractory metals by the Ilse of elec-
tron beans. It was not until 1957, through the work of
Steigerwald, and as indicated in publications by Stohr,
that electron beans ware considered for welding. Since
that tinge, this technique has undergone considerable de-
velopment throughout the world, and is now considered
a recognized technique, Ref. 15, Figure 4 is a schematic
of a typical electron bean welding machine.
I^ I x''°-- CATHODE
GRID
ANODEI	 I
II ADJUSTMENT
I^
I
hCP^ COILS
q
^I
DIAPHRAGM
I^
II
^ I
I	 ` --LENS
I	 I
I
DEFLECTION
COILI
II
II
^I VACUUM WORK
I I CHAMBER
K PIECE
Fig. 4. Electron beam welding r,lachine schematic
(from Ref, 16)
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Basically, the electron beam process consists of accel-
eration of electrons which are focused by electrinnagnetic
and 4-1cwtrostatie nica is to a spot size and inlpingenlent
of these electrons 011 the surface of a material to be
welded. The kinetic energy of the electrons is instantly
transformed into heat, Ref. 17. The beam is formed by
boiling off electrons front a heated filament cathode,
Ref, 18, Most equipunent uses refractory metal cathodes,
such as tungsten or tantalum; however, in Russian equip-
nient lanthanum hexaboride is often used as the cathode
material, Ref. 15. llectrons emitted from the filament
are accelerated by all electric field developed between
the anode and cathode. They pass through a hole in the
anode and continue oil the work. Ref, 17. The
beans is focused to a shall diameter by use of a magnetic
focus coil or lens, as shown ill. Fig. El. In addition, deflec-
tion coils to provide tor movement on the t and Y fuses
of the workpiece are usually provided, This deflection
is also magnetically induced. Controls are available to
regulate a number of variables that affect the weld
schedule, These include accelerating potential, filament
current, focus current, 1vork or gun velocities, and posi-
tioning, Ref. 17, By means of deflection coils the beans
call
	
scanned, moved from point to point, and oscil-
lated, depending oil
	
nature of the work. In addition,
the gleam call pulsed and varied in intensity, Ref. 18.
It should be pointed out that precautions are necessary
in using or designing electron beans equipment since see-
ondary emission in the .form of (X-rays call result. There-
fore, the chamber in which this operation takes place
Must provide for adequate protection from any such hap-
pening, Ref. 15,
Electron beam equipment was originally developed for
use in vacuum chambers. In el:rly \work, the vacuum
cllanibers were a necessity; however, in recent develop-
ments partial vacuum and nonvacuum electron beam
welders have become available, Ref. 19. however, due
to the nature of the electron beam, such devices do not
produce a very small spot size, The beans Is first devel-
oped in a vacuum and is Passed through consecutive
chambers whose pressures are greater and greater, Until
it is finally emitted from the last chamber into the air,
or into a gas atmosphere. When the beam passes from
vacuum into the dense atmosphere,, the electrons collide
with the air or gas molecules and are thus scattered
causing divergence of the beam, Ref, 19. As a result,
the beam is not shall in size, and the weld ]lead must
be in very close proximity to the Nvorkpicee. ;Estimates
vary from 0.25 to 0.5 in., Ref. 15, and from 0.040 to
0,25 ill., Ref. 12, Such an arrangement is far from opti-
mum for use in microcircuit welding. Thus, nonvacuum
7
or partial vacuum electron beanas were not considered
any further for investigation in this program,
The electron beam (levice has demonstrated over the
years its capability to .successfully weld structural nnem-
bcrs, as may be seen in the aerospace industry. Its caha-
biliq , of being focused to an extremely small shot, plus
the fact that it can be automated make it very attractive
to the electronics field,
III. Characteristics of Focused Energy Devices
Numerous characteristics of focused energy welding
techniques were obtained in the search through the open
literature and through contract with various organizations,
These c'haracteristic's include both advantages and dis-
advantages in casing Baser beams or electron beams as a
joining procedure in ,spacecraft electronic welding, Both
processes exhibit similar characteristic's in some respects;
however, there are certain basic differences which will be
discussed. In addition, a compar isoln of the two processes,
with respect to these characteristics is also presented,
A. Advantages of the Laser and Electron Beam
The laser and electron beams, although imparting heat
to the materials to be joined in a different manner, pos-
sess certain inherent characteristics which make them
attractive for use in microcircuit joining of materials, One
of the uppermost of these is the fact that the beams can
be focused to an extremely small shot, thereby reducing
the hazard of thermal damage to nearby sensitive comn-
ponents, Refs. S, 14, 16, and 20-23. In addition, the small
spot size permits welding of high density microcircuit
components, Refs, 8 and 24, since a tool such as an elec-
trode or soldering iron tip is not required to contact the
joint, As mentioned earlier, the main difference in focus-
ing of these two devices is that the laser merely requires
simple optics, Refs. 1, 5, 24, and 25, Focusing with a laser
is thus readily accomplished and is extremely accurate,
Refs. 5 and 25, The electron beam device, on the other
hand, requires sophisticated electromagnetic and electro-
static equipment in order to focus the beam to the desired
spot size; however, very small shots are achieved, on the
order of 0.0005 to 0,010 in., Ref, 1. Early reports cite
the fact that a laser beam, 0,25 in. in diameter, was
focused to a 0,005-in, size spot, using a standard 10Y mi-
croscope objective, Ref, 26, Later work mentions that the
laser beam is capable of being focused to a few thou-
saiidtlis of an inch, Refs,. 7 and 27, with positioning as
accurate, Refs. 7, 13, 20 and 27, In a more recent publi-
cation, the spot size is claimed to be focused down to
0.0001 in., Ref. 28,
In addition, these beans can be precisely aligned. Such
alignment provides accessibility of the beam to areas con-
sidered difficult to reach using, conventional techniques,
This, coupled with the capability of providing in ex-
tremely small spot size, offers a great potential with
resheet to higher packaging densities. Areas which can
not be readily reached by conventio nal joining techniques
could be reached casing laser or electron beam techniques.
As shown in Table 3, the laser and electron beam pro-
vide vel^y high power intensities, as compared to other
sources of heat. Such a high power intensity in turn pro-
vides for the development of extremely high temperatures
in a localized area. This, coupled with the first advantage
of focused energy devices discuss( ,(] above, that of small
snot size, provides for very small heat-affected zones in
focused energy welding. Laser andelectron beam equip-
m cat thus generate extremely high temperatures.
Table 3. Comparison of heat sources for
welding (from Ref. 14)
Heat source Power Intensity,W/cm
Laser up to ICe
Electron boom up to 10°
Electric arc (Argon-200 A)" 1.5 X 10'
Oxygen-acetylene flame" 10'
Oxygen-hydrogen jet burner" 3 X 10'
Block body radiation,' °K
6,500 10'
11,500 10°
20,500 10°
36,500 10'
65,000 1 04
115,000 10e
f'Experlmentally determined for heat transferred to flat surfaces,
('Calculated.
The capability of generating such high temperatures
makes welding of most materials possible, Refs. 5 and 26.
In fact, the laser can melt or vaporize almost any known
material, Refs, 3 and 22, It has been mentioned that it is
as easy to make a hole in alumina as it is in copper,
Ref, 29, Utilizing these techniques, materials otherwise
considered difficult to join can be welded, Refs. 1, 7,
and 27. Even dissimilar metals can be joined, provided
their metallurgical characteristics permit such joining. In
addition, metals with high electrical resistance can be
joined, Refs. 7, 13, 20 and 27, Information gathered in
the literature also shows that parts varying tremendously
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in mass and size have been welded using; these tech-
ni(pit'S, especially the laser, refs, 7, 13, 16, 20, 27, 2gi,
an(1 30.
An additional advantage in using; focused energy tech-
niques is the fact that no contact is necessary between
the joining; media aind the parts to he joined, Refs, 1, S.
10, 12. 16, 20, 23, and 25. This, of course, is the main
 between focused-energy techniques and the
conventionally used techniques in the electronics joining;
fell. 1kcause no contact is necessary, there is no possi-
hility of electrode contamination as found when resistaiwe
melding; is used, Refs. S, 12, 20, and 28. In addition, the
focused energy technique provides for freedoin from high
electrical curreIlts, which may cause component (lalnlalg;e,
Rof, 8, as may also be experienced in welding where
Conventional resistance techniques are used, Again, ac-
cessibility is a prime consideration due to the fact that
no contact is necessary, Refs. 7, 13, 14, 21, 27, and 31,
As a result, packaging density is increased considerably,
Ref. 1, Also, as compared to solder joining techniques
focused energy welding does not require the addition of
any foreign inateriaals which can cause variations in the
joint, Ref, I2. The laser and the electron healns processes
also are not sensitive to surface irreg iilarities or iinpuri-
ties, Ref, 1, By eliminating; contact hetween the lieat
source and the parts to be joined, parts arc not physically
displaced, Refs. 12 and 29. In addition, no strains or
mechanical deformation result, Ref. 25.
Another advantage in using focused energy rvcltliug
is the fact that both processes can be automated, Refs. 1,
8, 21, 2+5, and 30, Automation with precision accairacy
can be attained using electron beans since they have the
ability to be precisely controlled with regard to l)eam
parameters and location, Ref. 1, Since lasers are capable
of being focused optically, they too have the same ad-
vantage. Optical foctlSing, being simpler, may prove the
laser to be easier to automate, Relative motion between
the melding device and the parts to be welded is an
important consideration in automation, t 7sing resistance
welding, movement of the welding tool, the work, or both
can be accomplished, With the electron beam technique
the same is true; however, tllc electron beam has the
adcle(1 advantage in that the beam can be deflected by
magnetic means, Ref, 30. In addition, electronic pro-
gramming of the beam is also possible, Ref, 30, To some
extent, the laser beam can also be manipulated, since it
is a light beam and can be reflected by mirrors. Present
laser welding uses pulsed techniques and, as a result,
assembly lisle techniques are possible. Parts could be
automatically positioned under the laser and the beam
tripped by a microswitch, Ref, 21. Also, the laser requires
as Iliininiutn of fixturing, tints mechanization could be
easily accomplished. Rcaf, 2S.
Because they are a welding process, lasers and electron
beauls provide better electrical contact and also provide
high reliability joints, Refs. Ifs and 24. At a given welded
junction, lower resistance is presented to the How of elec-
trical current, since the interface between welded metals
is niiniulived or eliminated. A solder joint which exhibits
.several Interfaces could result Ni current Hord through
several layers. This is eliininated using; welding tech-
niques, Refs. I and 16. The electron beam welding process
proves to be very reliable. since welding also improves
reliability over solder connections because they are less
susceptible to contamination during; joining;, Also, he
electron beam, requiring; a vacuum to held, further nlini-
inices oxidation. The nugget structure this forined im-
proves the connection front the standpoint of resistance
to vibration, stresses, and fatigue damage, Ref, 16. The
laser also forms a nugget type weld, however, it is not
necessary to accomplish the weld in a vacuum,
One of the basic differences between laser and electroIl
beam welders is that the electron beans technique requires
a vacuum its order to operate in the inanner which we
desire for electronic welding, As mentioned earlier, non-
vacutim electron beam techniques have been developed,
but, clue to the diversion of the beam on entering an air
or gas atmosphere, the control of the beam focus to the
desired small diameter becomes vary difficult. Welding
in a vacuum results in certain attractive attributes, The
vacuum in the electron beann welding technique promotes
cleanliness, Ref, 15. In the first case, parts are cleaned
prior to enclosing; in the vacuum chamber. Decreasing
the pressure in the chamber results in outgassing or re-
Inoval of any materials whose Vapor pressures are such
that then become unstable in the vacuum environment,
This adds an additional cleaning procedure, so to speak,
iii the electron ])earn process, Second, weldiIlg in the
vactium provides a high purity atmosphere in which the
weld is melted and resolidified, Ref, 32. This high purity
atmosphere eliminates many contaminating elements
which are a detriment to joint quality, Ref. 1. Another
factor associated with welding in a vacuum is the fact
that metals which are easily damaged on Beating in air
can be electron beam welded with confidence, since the
vacuum is used, Ref, 30.
Lasers, on the other hand, do not require a vacuum
environment to operate, Refs. 1, 26, and 32-36. In fact,
the laser can operate in any atmosphere which allows
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passage of the bean), Refs. 5, 1, 23, 25, 28, and 31. Weld-
ing can also be accomplished inside a chamber or other
object with the laser ]lead on the outside provided a port,
made of a transparent" material stick as glass, is available
through which the beam can be focused, Refs. 5 and 25.
Any transparent Inaterials can be used to transport the
laser begun, Refs, 7, 2S, and 31; even certain liquids,
Ref, 28, Some difference of opinion exists with regard
to the welding of reactive materials with the laser, burly
reports recommend the ilse of inert gas to shield snc11
Imaterials and avoid any contamination or oxidation,
Refs, 20 and 32, Later reports mention that no VW1111111
or shielding is required when welding reactive materials
with a laser, refs, 9 and 37, No explanation is offered it)
these reports as to the reason this call be ac'c'omplished;
however, it may be the result of the laser weld being
accomplished in a very short period of time, ill the order
of ms, Thus, the contamination or oxidation associated
with these reactive materials does not have adequate time
to occur to any great degree, This of course would be
applicable only to a pulsed laser. Early reports have
mentioned that rapid cooling rates associated with the
laser may have certain metallurgical benefits, Ref, 5, This
nonreaction of normally reactant materials may be one
of those benefits,
With the laser welder, another advantage is the fact
that operations are very much simplified, Refs, 20 and 21,
Early laser yvelders ware very difficult to manipulate,
however, later devices have built-in characteristics which
require merely aiming the device and plashing a button
in order to fire the device. Since the laser is not subject
to certain physical characteristics of materials, it does not
require extensive preproduction weld schedule testing.
The same is tale of the electron beam, although it is not
as easy to operate as a laser device, As opposed to the
resistance welding process, which is controlled by the
properties of the Materials to be welded, including resis-
tivity, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and melting
point, the laser and electron ])earn are not affected by
such characteristics, This brings its to another feature of
the focused energy welding procedures, By welding with
a laser or an electron beam device a Nugget is formed,
instead of the type of joint found with a resistance weld.
Resistance welding is very dependent on the resistivity
of the materials being joined, This is not the case with.
the laser or electron beam, thus a critical property is
eliminated from the process. Because resistivity governs,
to a great extent, the resistance welching process, the type
of joint formed by this process varies with the materials
being joined. N icrosectioning is required to determine
joint quality, therefore requiring extensive tests to deter-
10
aline repeatability before, proceeding with production
welding. The inspector, in real,`;,, never sees the weld in
a production joint. Focused energ; , welding results ill
surface fusion between the materials being joined. This
provides visible evidence that the welding has in fact
oc'c'urred, resulting ill easily inspected welds.
B. Disadvantages of the Laser and Electron Beam
Curtain disadvantages also exist in the laser and elec-
tron beam welching processes, as in the case of an y pro-
duction process, Some of these are coninion to both
techniques, while others are characteristic of either one
or the other.
The major disadvantage associated with laser and elec-
tron beam welding is their high cost, This cost not only
encompasses the initial cost, but also the operating cost
of both devices. As early as 1964, the laser welding oper-
ation was estimated to cost approximately 2-5 cents per
pop or laser pulse, Refs, 20 and 21, This value was based
on 15,000 shots, A breakdown of this estimate is as
follows;
J:lashlamps	 1.6 cents per shot
Utilities	 0,01 cent per shot
Depreciation	 0,32-3.2 cents per shot
Total	 1,9-4,8 cents per shot
It is also noted that the basis to which this estimate was
made is rapidly changing, Ref, 21. Later reports vary
somewhat in their estimates on cost of Iaser welding.
One mentions that the cost has been reduced to 1 cent
per shot, Ref, 28, while another report again mentions
2-5 cents per shot, Ref, 10. A difference of approximately
yr exists between these two estimates; the higher being
the latest estimate. Ilowever, the basis of these estimates
is not known, since 110 cost breakdown is included. An
estimate of the cost of an electron beam device for use
on small jobs, such as microelectronic welding, is
$30,000 for an initial cost, Ref. 30, It should be noted
that the author in this case breaks clown the cost with
respect to tooling, the cost of the electron beam gun, and
the cost of the vacuum chamber. Tooling costs were not
considered in the initial cost of the equipment sin ge they
are considered common to other welding techniques, A
comparison of electron beam and laser weld costs is given
in Refs. 37 and 38, It is noted that the fixture and manip-
ulation costs of electron beam welding are considered
higher due to a greater amount of heat input from con-
tinuous operation, and thus there are more extensive fix-
taring requirements. Present laser welders, on the other
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1Table 4. laser and electron beam equipment
requirements (from Ref. 38)
Equipment Electron beamwelding system
Laser welding
systom
Inert gas requirid -- --
Flashlubes -- X
Filaments X ---
Workpiece manipulator X X
Water cooling system X X
Power source X X
Welding hood X X
Vacuum chamber X ^-
Diffusion pump X ---
holding pump X
Roughing pump X =—
hand, operate in a pulsed mode, and simple tooling such
as wood thus can be used, Table 4 presents equipment
requirements for the electron beam and laser welding
systems. A cost comparison as taken from the salve ref-
erence is given below, the comparison being based on
the ability to weld material thicknesses up to 0.020 in.,
since the laser is somewhat limited in this respect, From
Table 4, the flash tubes of the laser system and the fila-
ments of the electron beam system are considered to be
equivalent from the cost .standpoint and a replacement
basis. Water cooling is required of both systems since the
electron beam requires cooling of the diffusion pump
used for creating vacuum, and the laser uses water for
cooling of the laser head which includes the ruby rod
and flash tube, Considering recirculation of thv: water,
costs would be about equal. In considering power sources,
the electron beam welding process requires such power
as 20,000 to 60,000 V for low-voltage systems, and from
60,000 to 200,000 V for high-voltage systems, The laser
power source, on the other hand, is a conventional capaci-
tor discharge type and is considerably lower in cost.
Based on the power source requirements for both welding
processes, the average cost estimate for the laser would
be approximately 30% that for an electron beam. Proceed-
ing further and comparing welding heads of both devices,
an average electron beam gun would be approximately
the same cost as an average laser head, except for the
ruby rod in the head. This ruby rod, if destroyed through
improper operation, would cost in excess of $1000 to
replace. The exciting energy for the laser head is a flash
tube which, if blown, costs on the average of $100 to
replace. QI., the other hand, refractory alloy filaments
used in electron beam guns cost an average of $3 to re-
place. The life expectancy of a flash tube is considered to
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be in the order of 30 times longer than that for a filament;
therefore, a flash tube to fhament cost comparison prob-
ably balances out. Backup equipment to make the
processes possible is an additional cost. As a general rule,
electron beam welding processes require complete evacll-
ation systems Consisting of a diffusion pump, a roughing
pump, and holding pumps. In using a laser, on the other
hand, vacuum chambers and associated equipment are
not required, In comparing the two processess from this
standpoint, a major imbalance occurs since the laser has
110 LOS( ill this area, whereas the electron beam has ex-
tremely high cost, ranging up to about $10,000 for such
a pumping system.
The second major common disadvantage in Using elec-
tron beam and laser welding processes is the possibility
of fixturing problems. Since both dcviees do not contact
the materials they are being used to join, some means
must be provided so that contact is maintained between
materials being joined during the welding process. These
may include simple clamps, etc, Due to the small spot
size which laser and electron beam devices generate, it is
essential that tlacparts being welded be in very close
proximity to each other. For repair wort: the laser, as a
matter of interest, has been demonstrated to be capable
of bending a material so as to touch a second material
at which time they could be joined, Refs. 13, 27, and 39.
Bending is accomplished by impinging the beam on one
side of the material to be bent.
The laser welding device presents a number of disad-
vantages. Many of these disadvantages are the result of
its very recent development, and it is expected that many
of its undesirable characteristics will. be overcome in the
future. The laser, basically a light beam, acts as light and
can be reflected from highly polished surfaces, Refs, 29
and 40, Many highly polished metals can reflect 90% of
incident light, Refs. 1 and 20. This results in a very low
absorptance of the light, which in turn results in low
heat and difficulty in welding. ITowever, it is noted that
once the material is molten, the absorptivity is constant,
Ref, 20. It is known that the laser depends on the thermal
diffilsivity of the material to achieve depth of the molten
zone. Thus, after the material has become molten by the
impingement of the light, further light impingement is
not varied to any great degree since that molten zone
is of constant absorptivity. Further growth of the molten
zone is dependent on thermal diffusivity of the materials
involved. The reflected light of the laser also presents a
problem with regard to personnel safety since eye dam-
age could result, Ref. 1. It is expected that the operator
of a laser should become as familiar with his piece of
11
equipinertt as the operator of any other metal working
equipment. Iii this case, familiarity will help to alleviate
tiny possibl y ' eye damage, fn addition, many presviit lasers
have protective devices for operator safety, thus preclud-
iii,; the possibility of eye damage, In the search of the
literature, a tedmic'al article covering safe laser welding
was found. Ref. .11, Tile following is a short sulmnary of
guidelines for safe laser welding,
(1) The laser beams should be discharged h* a back.
ground that is noni-eilvetive and fire resistant.
(2) Persoimel should he cleared from a reasonable dis-
tance (Iii all sides of the miticipated path of the
bein ),
(3) LoUlang into the primary bear Inust be avoided
at all times, l','qual Care shall be exerted to avoid
looking at specular rvIleetions of file beam, even
those from lens surfaces,
(I) Avoid aiming the laser with the eye, hooking along
the axis of the beam iiicreases the hazard from
reflections.
(5) Work Nvith lasers should be (lone ill areas of high
general illumination to keep the pupils of the eyes
constricted, and thus limit the energy which might
iiiadvertently enter the eyes.
(G) Some laser- electronic. firing systems may store a
charge. Caution should be exercised to avoid acci-
dental pulsing of the laser to avoid electrical shod:,
(7) Individuals working in laser test procedures, laser
weld operators, and others frequently exposer] to
laser discharges should be included ill 	 pro-
gram which covers occupational vision, including
thorough general eye examination at regular inter-
v,lls. Safety eye wear designed to filter out specific
"i-equency characteristies of tlic laser system will
give protection, but it may only be partial,
In applying those guides, the following facts should be
kept ill mind;
(x) No acceptable threshold limit for exposure has been
established,
(2) The effects of atmospheric diffraction upon the
Hear still remain to be measured.
(3) Atmospheric attenuation needs to be quantitated.
(4) Mirror reflections may cause as much biological
damage as the original beam.
(5) Safety eye wear only offers limited protection,
It should be noted that this article was published in April,
1965, and some of the elwrac'teristies of present laser
welders may present a more safe design than what Nvas
known than. However, looking at the laser beam or at
the reflected Imam should definitely be avoided,
Anotlier outstanding disadvantage of a laser weld('i` is,
its low power output or output effieivi)cy. The output
is affected by the temperature of the flash ttilles and ruby
rolls; this, adequate temperature controls are required,
other"Ise there is a dogradation of the output of, file
laser, ]refs, 1, 26, till(] 33. luefficiencies ill laser are
catise(1 by crystal imperfections till(] cooling tedmiques.
Laser efficiency (radiant energy output electrical energy
lirpill') Pang( ,s from 0.1 to 3n, lt('f. ^;^, The IoNv efficiency
and lack of high output are mainly caused by three file.
tors: (1) inefficient use of the energy Iror the lump by
the laser crystal, (2) crystal impel- fections and limitations,
and (3) limited crystal cooling, Ref, 22. A number of pro.
grains are under wily to iinprove much of this disadvan-
tage, sore of which are discussed in Section V of this
report,
Another limitation to the laser is the fact that lasers
presently designed for welding operations at-( , pulsed
devices rather than Continuous working devices, and are
therefore subject to intermittent operation, Refs, 2)6
and 42, The pink ruby laser amid the neodyinitim-doped
laser, both pulsed devices, are more conducive to wold-
itig because of their higher power, As discussed earlier,
the hiser also is limited in a thickness of welds that it
Inay join. 'estimates for the ruby laser lire that Nvelding
can be accomplished up to 0,032 in., which does not
make stick a device very conducive to general structural
welding. However, such a device certainly has the capa-
bilities of welding oil 	 inicroelectrooic scale, Continued
efforts are taking place ill development Nvitli respect
tt, the limited thickness capability and the pulsing char-
actcristics, These will be discussed in a later section of
the report.
With regard to the electron beam welder, one of the
features considered an advantage by many people must
also be considered a disadvantage, This is the necessity
to operate such a device in a vactittm environment. From
the standpoint of a production process, such a require-
ment must be considered a disadvantage since pump-
down time and the additional cost of equipment over
and above that of the basic welding crevice contribute
to a higher operational cost, Of course, on production line
operations such a device may have consecutive chambers
in which elements to be welded are stored prior to entry
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into the weld chamber, thus helping to reduce the tilne
necessary for punipdown,
IV. Evaluations of Focused Energy Welding
This section covers test programs, whicli were estal)e
lisped to determine the feasibility of using laser and
electron beam devices for wvlding of microcircuit joints.
A. Laser Wald Test Results
Early papers. covering the feasibility of welding with a
laser device, covered the process froin la standpoint of
metallurgical examination, Same basic work, covering the
weldability of Zirealloy-2, was conducted to determine
the capability of achieving; a wv1d and the depth of weld
penetration, Ref, 34, In addition, other reports investi-
gated the nature of the laser in regard to welding and
machining, Pef. 5. Basically, metallurgical examination
of the weld joints involved was the heart of the pro-
grain, )eater work conducted by t1w Linde , Division of
Union Carbide Corporation, liefs. 7. 14, 21, and 31,
demonstrated inuch of the laser's capability. Shown in
Fable 5 are the properties of wire-to-wire laser welds of
various materials, The processing parameters, such as
laser output and pulse length, as well as joint strength
and joint resistances are included in the table for different
types of joints, including Mitt, lap, crass, and tee as dc-
fined by Fig. 5. It can be seen that the joint strength
obtained is quite high, and the joint resistance in ohms
LASER	 LASER
BEAM	 BEAM --- 
BUTT	 LAP
. V L
Fig. S. Basic configurations for wire-to-wire
laser spot welds (from Ref. 14)
Table S. Properties of wlro-to-wire laser welds
(from Ref, 14)
Laser Pulselength, Joint JointMoter"al Joint out ms tholf strength, reslst•put' J power) lb once, S
0.015 stainless Butt 8 3.0 21.3 <0.003
lap 8 310 22.8 <10.003
Cross B 3.0 250 *'0.003
Too 8 3.0 23.2 n;0.003
0.031 stainless Butt 10 3.4 31.8 <0.002
Lap 10 3.4 34,6 -('_0.002
Cross 10 3.4 40.0 <0.002
Too 11 3.6 40.1 40,002
0101510,031" Butt 10 3.4 24.3 4;0.003
stainless
Lop 10 14 24.8 401003
Cross 10 3.4 25.6 <0.003
Too 11 3.6 22,0 0.003
0,015 copper Butt 10 3.4 5.1 4;0.001
Lap 10 3.4 3.2 40.001
Cross 10 3.4 4.3 x1,00.001
Too 11 3.6 3.2 «0.00 1
0.020 nickel Bull 10 3.4 12.2 x;0.001
Lop 7 2.8 7.8 401001
Cross 9 3.2 6.8 *0.001
Tee 11 3.6 12,5 !0,001
0.015 tantalum Butt 8 3,0 11.5 <01001
Lap 8 3.0 818 <0.001
Cross 9 3.2 9.3 <0.001
Too 8 3.0 1018 <0.001
0.025 tantalum Butt 11 3.5 14.8 40.001
tap 11 3.5 12.9 x;0.001
Toe 11 3.5 17.0 <0,001
0.015/0.025" Butt 10 3.4 11.0 <0.001
tantalum
Cross 10 3,4 9,2 4~0,001
0,015/0.031 Too 11 3,6 26,4 <0,001
stainless
0,031/0.016 Tea 11 3.6 19,6 <01001
stainless
0,015/0.025 Too 11 3,6 19.3 00,001
tantalum
0.025/0,015 Too 11 3,6 11.4 <01001
tantalum
0,015 copper
0,015 tantalum Butt 10 3.4 3,8 00,001
0.015 copper
0.015 tantalum Tee 10 3.4 4.0 <0.001
0,015 copper
0.015 tantalum Lap 10 3.4 5.3 <0.001
0.015 copper
0,015 tantalum Cross 10 3.4 4 .1 <0.001
"When two wire ga g es are used, the upper number in the size destgnation is the
size of the top member of a cross or cross bar of a tee.
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is very low; both are desirabl e
 characteristics for applies
ceation in electronic welding. A number of different ex.
perinients were conducted to establish the reliability of
laser weldrnents. The result of a first series of data, that
of 100 lair welds on 0.015 in, nickel is 'Jlown below,
Ref. I.I.
`dotal number of wells:
Material:
Highest strength:
lowest strengths:
Aw-rage strength:
Standard deviation:
All welds were made with in output of 11 J (joules),
Welds are made individually with no further machine
adjustments. llandloading was used with aligmnent or
sighting occurring before welding. By conducting the
program in this manner, inconsistencies could be the
result of either operator or machine variations, or both,
Refs. .1 and 14. Figure 0 depicts the results of experi-
neents to determine the eh'ect of laser output on joint
strength, It can be seen that control of laser output is a
requirement for commercial equipment, Refs. 4, 14,
and 21, The effect of sample position was determined in
two other series of tests. Defocusing was o gle of these,
17	 r	 r	 a
16
Y	 41
k
k 15 +
s;
14	 .	 a
13
a01 µ y 44975 -0.050 =0(1k5	 0	 UG'^"^ 0050 0076 010€3
DISTANCE FROM FO(lJ , in.
Fig, 7. Effect of distance from optical focal point
on joint strength for lap weld between
0.020-in, diam nickel wires
(from Ref. 14)
the results of which are shown in trig. 7. In general, one
can be About 0,050 in, out of focus without producing
unacceptable welds, Refs. 7, 14, and 21, The second
series of tests describes the effect of joint separation dis-
tance or gap on the joint strength of laser welchnents as
shown in Fig, 8. It appears that a gap of approximately
0.005 in, can be tolerated without major degradation of
laser wellment strength, Refs. 7, 14, and 21. Since the
laser is a light beam, the optimum output energy for
welding depends on the physical properties of a metal
100
0,018-in, diam Ilickel wire.
hap joint
MA N)Ill
12,6 11)
H. Ts lb
0.68211)
Q	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
SEPARATION DISTANCE, in, x 103
111
I7
A 16
	 r
Z
w 15
z
0 14
13
12
Fig. 6. Effect of laser output on joint strength for 	 Fig. 8. Effect of joint separation distance on joint
lap weld between 0.020-in, diam	 strength for lap weld between 0.020-in.
nickel wires (from Ref. 14) 	 diam nickel wires (from Ref. 14)
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being %% r ided, a4 well as tll(t pulse length of a laser, Ref. 7.
These properties Include absorl)tivity, therinal vondue-
tion, density. heat capacity, and melting point. Since
materials being considered for laser welding; vary consid-
erably in these properties, It is usually a Bier to make a
few tests to determine the proper setting for the weld,
rather than resort to theoretieal calculations, fief. 7. As a
guide, the data shown in Fig. 9 were developed. The
WIRE DIAMETER, in.
Fig, 9. Approximate loser output required for
full-strength welds for various wire
diameters (frorn Ref. 14)
data were derived empirically and depict the laser out-
put required to weld a given wire diameter and obtain a
frill strength weld, Refs. 7,13,14, 21, and 31,13ased on the
foregoing information, it appears that the Iaser welder is
a reliable piece of equipment for perforining microcircuit
welding. Rather large gaps between the metals to be
joined, of they order of 5 mils, and considerable amount
of defocusing can be tolerated without gross degradation
of weldment strength, Of course, proper focus and no gap
should be used to insure reliability. Table a depicts the
results of further study on parallel wire joints which have
been laser-welded, As expected, the greater number of
spots or welds placed adjacent to each other, results in
higher joint strength. The results of the further study on
the effects of weld machine process variables are shown
in Table 7, It is apparent in the table that a wide distribu-
tion of energy and pulse duration can result in adequate
welds for the particular: material combination covered,
Ref. 22. An additional fact is that all of the 17 welds had
Table 4, Tonsil©-shear strength of parallel wire
laser welds; material. 0.020 In. nickel wire
(from Rof. 3)
Specimen
No. Description
Testing
speed,
K/min
Load,Ib Remarks
29 .2 $Ingle spot 015 6.11
29 .3 Single spot 0.5 6.26
29 . 4 Single spot 0.5 6.56
29.6 Single spot 0.5 5118
31.1 Single spot 0.5 5.04 Moan !> 5.6? lb
31.2 Single spot 01$ 4.51 (25% of wire
31.3 Single spot 0,5 4,70 strength)
31.4 Single spot 0.2 7.00
31.5 Single spot 0,2 6.22
31.6 Single spot 0.2 5.27
31.8 Triple spot 0.2 16.9
31.9 Triple spot 0.2 16.3 Mean	 16.4 lb
31=10 Triple spot 0.2 1519 (73% of wire
31.11 Quadruple spot 0.2 20 strength)
Control 0,020-in. Ni wire 1	 0.5 1	 22.6
Table 7. Energy and pulse length combinations that
will weld phosphor bronze to palladium
(from Ref. 22)
Energy, J Pulse length, ms Pull strength, lb
3.11 3.5 3.34 t0.13
230 2.3 4.29 J.' 0.01
2.60
2.05"
2.4
1.8
4.27	 ± 0.15
3,63 ft-,0.05
"Bocouso of difficulty of weldin g , data Include only two samples.
pull strengths greater than that of the fully-annealed wire
except one of the 1.8-ms welds, Ref. 22. A study on the use
of the laser on welding 5-mil thick aerospace alloys, such
as Rene'41 and D-36 columbium alloy, produced data
which are not directly applicable to electronic systems
but are still of considerable interest-, Mechanical testing
revealed high joint efficiCDcies and good ductility in the
welds, while metallurgical evaluation of the laser welds
did not reveal any differences in weld character, when
compared to other types of welding techniques. The laser
welds appeared to possess slightly finer microstructure
and narrower heat-affected zones than did electron beam
welds of the same materials, Ref, 43,
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B. Electron Betim Weld Test Results
There was a lack of published information oil electron
bealli welding specirleally oriented to electronic joining,
However, application, of electron be ►tin wadding devices
to microcircuit welding has been investigated by evalua-
tion of mechanical characteristics through vibration tests,
shock tests, Dull-strengthtests, thermal shock tests, ther-
mal resistance tests, and bend tests, Refs. 16 and •I4, Ill
addition, metallurgical evaluation also has been carried
out, The references cited cover separate studies on the
same weld combination, The wuld consisted of a copper
ribbon welded to al metallized ceramic header, the metal
bi n,ng Mickel. These studies demonstrated the electron
beam welding to he a sta tistically predictable, exception-
ally reliablejoining process, Ref, 44, A snmm^uy of than
evaluatioll is as follows;
P1111 strength: None of the welds failed in the fusion
lone, or at a load Tess than 200 g (grains),
1Veld resistance; It was demonstrated that less than
three out of 1,000 weld pairs would exhibit a resist-
ance of 0,010 o, or greater, With JO% confidence.
Thermal shock; There was no degradation of pull
strength observed after thermal shock, It was also
demonstrated that no more than 5.5 ont of a 1,000,000
weld-pair would exhibit an increase of 0.001 f2, or
greater, in joint resistance,
Extreme ambient temperature; Xleasuren-lonts of joint
resistance from --55 to 200 1 C were below 0.010 t2,
Vibration; No visible degradation occurred on vibration
testing according to MIL-Standard-202.
Metallurgical examination revealed that the fusion 'zone
had a very fine grain structure. In addition, the hcat-
affected zone Nvas noted to be very narrow.
The above results are taken from the later literature,
Ref, 44, which apparently was a follow-on to the program
conducted in Ref, 16,
V. Applications to Electronic Circuit Joining
During the course of the literature search, numerous
applications were found which either were for use in
production or were under evaluation, for both electron
beam or laser devices. Many of the applications were
very unique in that they could be accomplished only by
rising laser or electron beam procedures. Certainly more
applications have been evaluated, but clue to the nature
16
of these processes. some applications and evaluations are
proprietary within various organizations. Tests have been
accomplished by some of the manufacturers of welding
equipment; however, they themselves did not know what
the tilthnate application was, only that they were given
two pieces of metal to weld, A suanmary of those applica-
tions "ound in the literature which Were Plot considered
proprietary follows,
A. Welding Applications for Laser Devices
The first, and most obvious, application is the wirc-
to-wire weld, Various types of wire-to-wire welds have
been investigated, some of which have been shown in
previous sections of this report. Based oil information
gathered, it appears that 1a1) welds axe the best recom-
mended practice for marking wire-to-wire joints, duc to
the adjacency of the materials to be welded. Oil a cross-
wire weld, one material must be melted through before
joining call take place, wherea;i with wires adjacent to
one another, as in the lap conflguration, the beam strikes
the interface, Refs, 7, 13, A, 20, 21, 27, 28, and 31, The
references cited Have investigated not only dissimilar
metal welds, hilt also welds of large dimensional dif-
ferences, Similar and dissimilar metal joints have been
made with various materials, including copper, nickel,
tantalum, stainless steel, Dunlet, Kovar, aluminum, tung-
sten, titanium, and s olumbilun, Ref. 14. 'Test data oil
c these joints appear in Table 5 of Section IV,
Another configuration which has seen n) !.tcli investiga-
tion, is the Joint hetweva an integrated circuit fiat pack
and a circuit board, Investigations have been carried out
to determine a good joint design for integrated circuit
welding, One investigation evaluated the end, center, and
plug conflgurations, as shown in Fig. 10, «' gilding ease,
in order of configurations are plug, end, and center. The
plug-type weld requires a pre-drilled lead on the flat pack.
However, the beam strikes both the flat pack lead and the
printed circuit board pad, thus fusion of both materials
tales place, The same affect is achieved on the end weld.
The center weld configiuration, on the other hand, re-
quires transfer of energy through the flat pack lead across
the interface to the circuit board pad, thus necessitating
intimate contact between the two members being joine d,
Refs. 13 and 27. Because flat pack to circuit board
welds are not self-fixturing, further investigations hav,2
attempted the use of slotted printed circuit boards to
achieve the weld more readily. In this case, the leads from
the fiat pack are placed in slots provided on the circuit
boards, and the laser beans strikes the edge of the flat
pack lead and the slot simultaneously, thus performing
the weld operation, Refs. 4 and 8. This takes advantage
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Mold to providt- intimate contact lit (\%, -ii the flat pack
.utd the circuit It-ads. M oro , I 1 indicates the small anu ► tuat
of heat penetration allowed by a h,cr, as compared to the
large atnomit revealed by the parAlcl gap weld. 'I'll(- dark
irea around the parallel gap wdd I ,, fusee) epoxy resin.
lit-f. 29,
PLUG
WELD
SPOT OF BEAM IMPINGEMENT 	 \--CONDUCTOR PAD
Fig. 10. p oint designs for integrated circuit
welding (from Ref. 27)
of the preferred lap configuration for laser welding, and
also proy id(,s for self-fixturing since intimate contact is
automatically provided. hi\ 3'stigators have also evaluated
the laser wdder with respect to possible dinnage to sub-
strates oil circuit hoards hecausc the heat input
to the Hat pack I(,ad is near the theoretical minirmnu with
Laser welding. Also, the welds caul be inspected visually
with high reliability and the laser is not sensitive to
changes in lead composition and thickness as with other
techniques, lief. 28. A comparison of th(, effect of - laser
welding and parallel gap welding oil substrate of a
I)rintecl airuidt board after welding Hat pack (cads, is
showr, in Fig. 11. In this case, a hold-dossn technidue was
Fig. 1 1 . Close-up of laser weld (round spot) and
parallel-gap weld on etched circuit board
(from Ref. 29)
:mother interesting application of laser welding is the
joining of fine \%-ires to miniatr,re Inapit-tic • devices, such
its inductors and transformers. In many of the investi-
gatiom, either insulated or hart uopper wire is jc ► incd,
)fiefs. •1, 8, and 28. In the case of iii%idated wires, the in-
sulation is not strippcd off prior to laser welding. Th,
Lis, r first vaporizes the insulation and then achieves the
\\rld
 hetwven the wire and the terminal. Insldated wire-
to-wire welds ha y ( , also been ae hieveel hs this teehuique,
Ref. •25.
The Ilse of laser d(,y ires for joining line wire to thin
films has also been in\cstigated. In one ill\estigati(m
O.I103 - in. - thick g-)Id was joined to 2.(00 - A - thick pold.
which had b(cn deposited oil silicon substrate, Refs. -4
.lud S. ( ) t her investigators h;t ye \^ eldvd 0.002 -in.-thick
nickel to it chrou ► i3uu (-upper gulcl thin file, deposited on
glass, Ref, 12, and OXX)5-in. thick copper olterconnect to
the same film on glass, R(,f. 29. Good w(,ld joints were also
achieved hetwecn nickel intercoinie Ling ribbon and silk-
scmened silver paint, 114. 12.
An applic ;ttiou
 to which laser wulcicrs seenwd almost
perfectly fitted is th(, joining of wire to, Polywcld, Refs. 4
Mid S. Pots \veld i, it cirenii hoard to which small tulwlets
are appli(,d for joining purposes. 'These tubek-ts help
control Icad positioning and their use results in it large
contact area between leads and tuhclets. which ultimately
result in it reliable weld, Rcf. 8. There arc two major
problems in1wrcnt in laser welding to Palywcld circ•rritry:
(1) waviness in the supporting substrate which catases the
\ye,d area to he at it point other than the focal point of the
b(,anl, and (2) weak welds which are the result of leads
that extend excessively above the tuhelets, Ref. 8.
Other interesting appli(-ations of lasers iu electronic
circuitry joining includes interconnections to ceramic-
micron ►odules and wire matrix interconnections. Ref. 29.
In ;Iddition, laser welding has been used to seal relay
(-.ills and has been used for the tack welding of iihimimim
\\;IVC guides. 11e4. -I.
A very unique approach was d(,ntonstrated in the weld-
ing of integrated circuit chips to all
pattern, Ref. 2.1. In this case, interconnection Linds are
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% •apontted on tilt- integrated cir( • tiit ehips. In additi0 ii,
;lit inle•re•e mw0iem pattern is evaporte(I onto it gliw; sub-
str;tte • for tlu •
 proposed system of integrated eirettit chips.
The chips are then plated with the •
 I;tads up, ierul the•
glass substrate plated with the• pattern d(iwn onto the
(•hip. Pressure contact was made and the• laser beiun
fix-used thrmigh the- glass substrate onto ►
 the contact are a.
Joints were thus w(-omplisli(A. It is imf( ►rtim.1W tKit this
I ► rogri ut \%-its earrivd out early in the• develol m nl of th<-
laser mid wits not as successful its desire(I else- to poor
energy control on the , unit nse •d since the• rub\ wits tilt-
V(P lh-ti, vet the idea has considerable ino-rit.
Art eleetronic sVttsing package ;utd a thcrinistor assem-
bly have also been production we Ide(I by use of a laver,
Refs. 38 anti 45. On the• dwr • ntistor assembl y tl ► e small
heat afTeete(l zone achieved with it I "cl .
 was elt • mon-
strated, since the ceramic insulation used was r ithin
0.050-in. of the laser weld :olel was nut subjected to diuu-
,tgf . lnothcr interesting ipph(iitioii in the smile refercn(•es
\\:ts the welding of it Type 321 stiiinless-steel heat shield
to a Type 4400 st;unless-steel bearing housing, Aithough
not an electronic joining application, this iipproach
detmmstraMs the control and simkil heat-affect(-d zones
aebieved with it laser weld. Prior to laser welling, three
other joining proeesses, ttntgsten—inert gas JIG), re-
sistance welding, aloof electron hears, hoof been hied with-
out success. Yet. the its( , of it laser \%-vl(ler atcomplisheel
the necessary
 joint with it gre • itt degree of sua•ess, Kefs.
38 and -15.
B Welding Applications for Electron Beam Devices
('ert;tinl y minty of the • applications Ine•ntione d ilbo\e,
which have• used or evaluated the• laser welding tech-
nielne, could also utilize im elvetre ► n be;un deviev. 'These
might int-hidt ,
 stwh applie.itions as wire-to-wire welds,
Welding integrated Ort • tlits to c•ircttit boards, the joining
of fine \%ires to terminals of miniature ouiguetie devices,
the sealing of relay cans, anti others Those Spet • ifc. ;il ► l ► li-
'ttioiis fminel ill the• search of literature are discussed
below.
One elf the• first applications covered rnieroelectronit-
joining technielues. otiliiirtg stacked wafers and inte • r-
eomwetiou ribbons its shown in F ig. 12. The wafers are
96" alisitina. e(Ige-met;tllized \%ith mo l y inwigmiew, over
w loch niAel ill it thi( iiess of 2 mils was ' .-troplatetl.
The ribbons \\el (led to thp• witfers wet . ' "	 ^! OI' II(;
topper-. Flectron be;trn sseleliri); was also buildup
of the wafer circuits. The sane • substrate mid metallized
area \% • ere used as \sell its nickel plating. Nlit•rotompouents
\\ • eldt-d to the wafer indtided transistors, microdiod(-s,
mierocapacitors, mid resistors. Tlie• wiJurs were also
joined to a motherboitrd in vertical fashion. Finally, u
steel (•over was welded to it low alloy steel header to form
1	 i
f	 0.025 in. ON CENTER
Noon
---_-- —
4^11r
^ r
`•	 1+^I
V`
W!•!
t
r
Fig. 12. Riser wire sam ►fle weld (from Ref. 16)
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the all-welded ntodlde, Ref. Ifi. Various fixturing tech-
niques are discussed ill 16 to provide for precise
location and for intimate contact in performing the weld-
mg process.
A similar microcircuit mcxlttle also utilized electron
beam joinint! techniques. Mlle difference ill this cast' is
that integrMed circuit chips are used. 'The y are bonded
to the wafers by gold silicon eutectic methods. The edges
of the wafers have condiwtors bonded to them. The joints,
which go from wafer to wafer and utilize an interconnec-
tion ribbon on tl ►ese conductors, are welded by electron
beam technignes. Welding is fully autorr ► atcd and the
electron ))rant welding utachine, loaded and programmed,
An make 76,11(1(1 welds in 4 h, lief. 18. A matrix consisting
of it wimlwr of' wafers, 10 io this case, is positioned and
welding takes place. lfter all the stacks are welded, the
fixhtr(-s are unloaded and excessive ribbon is tri ► 1111 ► ed. A
transfer wafer-to-header subassembly serves as the plug;-in
i-;tse for the (nodule. The transfer wafer is hr.►zed to the
heacicr; the stack, however, which was previously welded
by electron helm techniclnes, is welded in the saute
manner to the wafer After this is accomplished, the can
Mid heacicr are he ► metically scaled by electron bean)
weldilicots.
No fluxes or encapsulants are necessar., . ))(-cause the
circuits are sealed in it vacimm. Contaminants arc ntini-
Inized and stresses associated with potting; are avoid(-d,
Ref. 17.
The next application of electron ))cams for welding is
unique iii that the bean ► performs , ► multiple weld in a
single pass. lit core- or nrcntor y-arrays for
computers, the core frames are interconnected to those
directly above and below until a liven stack height i,
reached. Thus, thousands of interconnections ntu^t b­
► node to con ►plete an array, Ref. 46. A typical arra y
 con-
tained over 90X1 external connections that were made
between 36 core frames. Prior to using electron beam
technique the joints were made using a resistance braze-
welding technique. Such it results in it relatively
slow rate of joining;; in addition, process control and auto-
mation are difficult. Inspection is also complicated be-
cause blind joints are characteristic of the process. To
automate the resistance welding process would require
considerable floor space and extensive equipment. Utiliz-
ing; the electron beam technique, the time required to
weld each terminal is upgraded tremendously, since
groups of terminals are welded simultaneously while the
array is traversed continuously past the beam, Ref. 46.
Fig. 13. Schematic of multiple electron beam
welding procedure used on computer
memory arrays (from Ref. 46)
Figure 13 depicts the beam `mpinging on the terminals
to he joined. The terminals were struck about 0.015 in.
fron ►
 the tip to insure uniform welding throughout. The
resultant welds form a bead oil tip of the terminals
being joined, thus are readily inspectable, the ideal weld
being it uniform hall-shaped nugget located at the very
(ip of 01 terminal. Visual acceptance criteria were based
on a ► 1 investigation which correlated the strength of joints
with their visual appearance. Thus, inspection was readily
carried out in a simple manner. One difficulty encountered
was that, on occasion, some weld spatter would occur and
cause shorts. This was easily
 rectified by protecting ad-
jacent surfaces with aluminum foil, Ref. •16.
A unique device which utilized an electron beam, al-
though not for welding, was that which processed thin-
film components. In this case, the electron beam is used
to vaporize metals for a continuous deposition of thin
film n ► aterials, Ref. 47. Interconnected vacuum chambers
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are used in the process, thus reducing pumpdown time,
The electrann beam is not only used for vaporization of
materials to be deposited, but also for trimming of the
devices, such as balancing resistors. In this case, the beam
is used as a machining tool to scribe the geometry in a
resistive film. This process was fully automated with the
devices being rushed by electromagnetic devices, Ref, 47,
C, Recent Developments
One of the basic approaches to increase laser efficiencies
is to improve hump performance and crystal equality.
Pump performance, Ref, 22, can be improved in four gen-
cral ways,
(1) Develop pumps that emit only the absorption spec-
tru,n of the laser,
(2) Develop laser materials that will absorb a broader
spectrum, using existing ptunp limps,
(3) Develop new, broade r spectrum pumps,
(4) Develop ; lie efficiency of the transfer of energy
from the pump to the laser crystal,
Crystal quality is also the study of further development,
with investigation toward growth mechanisms and studies
of new materials, Ref, 22,
Work is underway toward development of CW (con-
tinuous wave.) lasers for welding. Development efforts
have been undertaken at Linda on a solid-state continu-
ous device with some success on 0.025-0.030-in. - thick
joints, Also, Linde 's previous pulsed laser had pulse length
selections of 2,5 and 3 .5 ins. The same device' is now avail-
able with 0.5-, 2.5-, 3.5-, 4,2- and 5,0 -ms pulse lengths.
Raytheon has a system`-' with a closed circuit tele-
vision including automatic repetition rapes of 1 pulse/s,
1 pulse /5 s and 1 pulse/10 s.
Some typical users have also expressed interest in laser
welding, however no extensive work ',` is presently tinder
development. Interest has been expressed in a continuous
gas laser."
'r. Winkler, Union Carbide Corp,, Linde Div., private communi-
cation, Nov. 10, 1967.
=A. Lconardi, Raytheon Company, private. communication, Nov. 9,
1967.
'T Boros and T, Hogan, Autonetics, A Division of No. ,•th American
Aviation, Inc., private communication, Nov, 13, 1967.
411. Conti, General Dynamics Corp,, Pomona Div,, private com-
munication, Nov. 14, 1967.
VI, Conclusions
Based on the foregoing information, a number of con-
clusions can be drawn concerning lasers and electron
beam devices with respect to their application to elec-
tronic circuitry joining,
Both techniques have been demonstrated to have the
necessary capabilities for use in joining electronic cir-
cuitry: producibility, inspectability, repairability and re-
liability. In addition th,,y exhibit certain attributes which
no other joining processes possess; the capability of being
precisely aligned and focused to an extremely small spot,
accessibility to the joint, no contact requirement, and ease
in inspection,
The major drawback of both the laser and electron
beam is their high cost, both initially and oper^iting How-
ever, both have been used to replace conventional tech-
niques as demonstrated by the memory core multiple
weld (electron beam) and the high tcml?cratture bearing
weld (laser), This shows that these techniques call now be,
used where certain of their unique attributes watritant such
Ilse, even though, initially, the cost may originally seem
higher, Taster and easily automated production and less
rejects certainly lower costs in the long run,
If the rapid development of these devices continues,
especially of the laser, it is expee', ,, d to result in lower
costs in the future, thus making their use more attractive.
Present joining techniques used in electronics certainly
can accomplish capably i'lne desired result. Thus, it ap-
pears that the present laser and electron beams are
only useable where other techniques cannot be used, This
is true only if present packaging designs are continued to
be employed, Many packaging designs now use conven-
tional joining technique;, as their basis, thus direct com-
parison to these techniques is not fair, Consideration must
be given to the characteristics of the focused energy de-
vices to develop an optimum design, Certainly, as high
reliability with increased packaging densities such as
semiconductor devices become more prevalent, unique
joining capabilities will be required. The laser and elec-
tron beam possess these characteristics.
The laser has the advantage of being capable of joining
Without use of vacuum; however, at present it cannot
weld continuously or to great thicknesses, and thus the
two devices enhance each other.
Neither device is a panacea to metallurgical problems
encountered in joining,
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